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Avid Offline/Premiere Editor
Profile
David’s real passion lies in comedy. He loves to collaborate with the director and is a good listener, passionate
about understanding the director’s vision. He is very calm in the edit and his attitude fosters trust and
confidence which is reinforced by his technical knowledge and competence.
David can be quick when needed and whip things into shape for a review or, when the schedule allows, take
time to really dig into the good stuff and pick through hours of footage to get the real gems out.
David has experience with scripted comedy and animation.

Credit List
“The Career Games” 2 x 30min. Three candidates will compete against each other in a high pressure,
supersized job interview for the role of their dreams, whether that’s high-end estate agent, football coach,
interior designer or radio DJ. With challenges drawn up and overseen by their potential future boss, each
episode will put the candidates’ abilities to the test, pushing them to their limits. Hosted by Snoochie Shy.
Dir: Michael Perry and Max Barnes. Exec Producers: James Corbin and Chi Ukairo
Digital Originals for BBC3
“The Drop” 1 x 60min. A new competition series which see’s nine of Britain’s most promising up-and-coming
creatives go head-to-head to win the chance to have their new streetwear brand stocked in a major UK
retailer. Hosted by Grammy Award-winning Miguel. Special guests include comedian, writer and actor, Asim
Chaudery and singer Ella Eyre. Dir Kate Maddigan.
Renowned for BBC3
“Capri Sun: Commercial” 1 x 30sec. Commercial for popular drink Capri Sun using hand-operated puppets.
Dir: James Papper
BlinkInk
“Zen Motoring” 3 x 12min. This comedy series mixes actuality driving footage and ambient music with scripted
content for a unique take on modern travel. “Zen Motoring has all the hallmarks of a cult hit: dashcam
footage, trippy music, constant laughs...In a world that increasingly feels like it runs on nothing but shrill
hysteria, BBC Three’s Zen Motoring feels a little like a gift from heaven- The Guardian"
Dir: Ivan Battaliero-Owen aka Ogmios
Rumpus for BBC3
“Blind Love on First Date Island” 3 x 6min. A surreal comedy dating format with a twist. Strangers are set up
on blind phone dates, recorded and animated into a strange new world, subverting the tropes of dating and
reality TV. Narrated by Bimini Bon-Boulash.
Dir: James Papper
Blink Industries for E4

“Dad Joke” Comedy-drama short about a disabled comedian performing a make-or-break gig on the night his
first child is born. Premiered at BFI London Film Festival and nominated for Best British Short at the London
Short Film Festival.
BFI and Film London
“Dragony Aunts Uncut” 3 x 15min. A warm hearted and feel-good online series Each episode is a bite-size
portion of advice and comedy from Agony Aunts Candy Warhol and Crystal Rasmussen, with new guests each
week. There is a good mixture of punchlines and advice with a message of self-love. Each episode ends with a
specially written musical performance. Dir Tom Levinge
Comedy Central
“Comedy Central Chart Show” An online, 6-episode spoof chart show series presented by Ashley Roberts of
the Pussycat Dolls. Each episode features a parody music video, performed by a different top comedian. Dir
Ashleigh Jadee
Comedy Central
“Star Wars: Rogue One-Behind the Scenes” Several behind-the-scenes documentaries about Gareth Edwards’
work making the first Star Wars Anthology film, including a BTS trailer that
received over 3 million views online. Dir Glen Milner
Lucasfilm for Online
“Star Wars Episode VII- Behind the Scenes” Behind-the-scenes documentary shorts about JJ Abrams’ mission
to bring the Star Wars franchise back to life. Dir Rob Wynn
Lucasfilm for online
“Womble” 2017. Comedy short film starring Will Smith (The Thick of It) and Ben Willbond
(Horrible Histories) Dir Rob Pirouet
Organised Chaos
“Modest Fashion” Fashion film profiling key designers from the modest fashion. Dir Emma Nichols
The Telegraph
“The Great Goal” 2017 A short documentary about prominent sports writer Paul Hayward’s battle with
cancer, told through a series of sporting memories. Made in support of Cancer Research. Dir Ed Emsley
The Telegraph

